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1972 Triumph TR6 the Triumph TR6 was a British sports car which was built by
Triumph Motor Company. Of the 83,480 TR6's produced between 1968 and 1976 all
but 8,370 were exported. This Triumph TR6 is the recipient of an older restoration at
which point it appears that it went through a color change. Now a bright red this TR6
was originally Sienna with a black interior. The body work on the car is of average
quality and appears solid. The paint remains to have good depth and shine. The
underside of the car is structurally sound upon observation. The seats upholstery of
the TR6 has been upgraded with a black and white weave in the center, the dash is
crack free and there are no excessive wear areas on the carpet. The black canvas
top although weather tight has some wear areas as well as cracking in the plastic
windows. The engine in this TR6 has been updated with Weber side draft
carburetors with K and N air filters as well as a long tube header for some extra
horsepower. This Triumph has a great rumble from the sport exhaust. Although it is
running great the clutch engages close to the floor which would indicate a need of a
new clutch in the near future. The title for the car indicates that there is a odometer
discrepancy. There are Michelin tires mounted on factory wheels both in good
condition. Drive and enjoy this desirable British Sports Car the way it is or bring it to
the next level. Either way it will be a great driving experience.

Engine 2.5 Liter
Transmission 4 Speed

Manual
Color Red
Interior Black
Mileage 20143

(Unknown)
Vin # CC82429U
Stock # 174

Drivetrain
Engine Type Gasoline
Engine Size 2.5 Liter
Transmission Type 4 Speed Manual

Body
Body style Convertible
Doors 2
Body color Red
Body color original No
Stripes No

1972

Triumph
TR6

$16,500
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